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Abstract

Generative models hold promise for revolution-
izing medical education, robot-assisted surgery,
and data augmentation for medical AI devel-
opment. Diffusion models can now generate
realistic images from text prompts, while recent
advancements have demonstrated their ability
to create diverse, high-quality videos. However,
these models often struggle with generating ac-
curate representations of medical procedures
and detailed anatomical structures. This paper
introduces Bora, the first spatio-temporal dif-
fusion probabilistic model designed for text-
guided biomedical video generation. Bora
leverages Transformer architecture and is pre-
trained on general-purpose video generation
tasks. It is fine-tuned through model align-
ment and instruction tuning using a newly es-
tablished medical video corpus, which includes
paired text-video data from various biomedical
fields. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to establish such a comprehensive
annotated biomedical video dataset. Bora is
capable of generating high-quality video data
across four distinct biomedical domains, ad-
hering to medical expert standards and demon-
strating consistency and diversity. This gener-
alist video generative model holds significant
potential for enhancing medical consultation
and decision-making, particularly in resource-
limited settings. Additionally, Bora could pave
the way for immersive medical training and
procedure planning. Extensive experiments on
distinct medical modalities such as endoscopy,
ultrasound, MRI, and cell tracking validate the
effectiveness of our model in understanding
biomedical instructions and its superior perfor-
mance across subjects compared to state-of-the-
art generation models.

1 Introduction

Generative AI technologies have stepped into a new
era, fundamentally altering how industries operate
and deeply influencing everyday life (OpenAI et al.,

This video displays an endoscopic view 
of a medical procedure within a human 
body's internal organ. The endoscope 
navigates through the mucosal surface 
that appears reddish-pink with normal 
vascular patterns, indicating a healthy 
tissue structure. 
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Figure 1: The overall process for generating captions.
First, the agent extracts background information from
the corresponding dataset, which is then injected into
the LLM. Then, combined with the frame sequences, it
generates high-quality captions.

2023). Text-to-image (T2I) diffusion models are
now capable of generating realistic images that ad-
here to complex text prompts (Saharia et al., 2022;
Rombach et al., 2022). Recent video generation
models like Pika (Pika, 2023), SVD (Blattmann
et al., 2023a) and Gen-2 (ML, 2023) have also
demonstrated their ability to create diverse and
high-quality videos, primarily in general contexts.
Sora (Liu et al., 2024), introduced by OpenAI in
February 2024 and known for its advanced capa-
bilities in generating detailed videos from textual
descriptions. It stands out by its capacity to gen-
erate high-quality videos lasting up to one minute,
while faithfully following the textual instructions
provided by the users (OpenAI, 2024). Despite
their revolutionary capabilities, these models often
struggle with generating accurate representations
of medical procedures, detailed anatomical struc-
tures, and other specific clinical information.

So far, a diversity of models have been pro-
posed for text-guided visual contents. Among them,
diffusion models stand out as the most powerful
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“This cardiac ultrasound video showing the heart is beating strongly.”

“This video explores the internal structure through an endoscope.”

“The biomedical video is a black and white view of a human head and neck.”

“The grayscale microscopic video depicts cellular structures in a fluid environment.”

Figure 2: Some simple video examples produced by Bora and their corresponding text prompts showcase four
biological modalities: endoscopy, ultrasound, real-time MRI, and cellular visualization.

deep generative models for various tasks in content
creation, including image-to-image, text-to-image
and text-to-video generation (Croitoru et al., 2023;
Wang et al., 2023b; Mogavi et al., 2024; Ma et al.,
2024). Video generation aims to produce realistic
videos that exhibit a high-quality visual appearance
and consistent motion simultaneously. Diffusion
models demonstrate strong performance in synthe-
sizing temporally coherent video frames with flex-
ible conditioning and controls, stronger diversity
and more significant details. Finetuning of diffu-
sion models is more cost-effective due to its gen-
eralizability and adaptability to user requirements.
In particular, recent advance in Transformer-based
large-scale video diffusion models has enabled long
video generation in adherence to specific human
instructions. Sora(Liu et al., 2024) demonstrates a
remarkable ability to accurately interpret and exe-
cute complex human instructions.

However, there have been few attempts to ex-
plore biomedical video generation, which demands
that the model comprehends complex medical in-
structions and intricate real-world dynamics. In
addition, current approaches for video generation

are not capable of generating accurate and realistic
anatomical structures. In this work, we investi-
gate the potential of diffusion models to generate
biomedical video content with high controllability
and quality. We begin by establishing a medical
video corpus, which includes paired text-video data
from various biomedical fields, encompassing both
non-task-oriented and task-oriented content. Due
to concerns regarding intellectual property and pri-
vacy, the dataset list is not exhaustive. Neverthe-
less, our text-video corpus is designed to be rep-
resentative of diverse applications, ranging from
macroscopic to microscopic scales. For video clips
lacking consistent descriptions, we leverage LLM
to generate captions, thereby enhancing the usabil-
ity of their content. Then, we design Bora, the first
spatio-temporal diffusion probabilistic model for
text-guided generalist biomedical video generation.
Bora is based on Transformer architecture and has
been pre-trained on general-purpose video gener-
ation tasks. As shown in Figure 1, We fine-tune
the model through alignment and instruction tun-
ing on the constructed corpus. We assess whether
Bora-generated videos appear plausible with re-



spect to medical expert standards and evaluate their
consistency and diversity.

For generative video modeling, it is well-
established that pre-training on a large and di-
verse dataset followed by fine-tuning on a smaller,
higher-quality dataset is beneficial for final perfor-
mance. Therefore, Bora is initialized from a pre-
trained weights on large scale data. The model
is fine-tuned through alignment and instruction
tuning on the well-curated biomedical video cor-
pus. Through extensive text-to-video generation
experiments, we demonstrate that Bora is capable
of generating high-quality video data with assis-
tance from LLM-based captions across four distinct
biomedical domains. More importantly, we assess
whether Bora-generated videos appear plausible
with respect to medical expert standards and evalu-
ate their consistency and diversity. The results show
that Bora achieves significantly better understand-
ing of domain-specific instructions than general-
purpose state-of-the-art video diffusion models. It
also show promising subject and motion consis-
tency across various modalities such as endoscope,
RT-MRI and ultrasound imagings.

The debut of Bora, a generalist biomedical video
generative model, underscores its vast potential in
enhancing medical consultation, diagnosis, and op-
erations for clinical practitioners, thereby improv-
ing patient experience and welfare. Bora can signif-
icantly impact medicine by providing patients with
visual guides on procedures and treatments and
offering doctors real-time assistance. In medical
education, Bora could offer resources for students.
Additionally, Bora could accelerate the integration
and development of AR/VR technologies for im-
mersive medical training and procedure planning.
We summarize the contributions as follows:

• We propose Bora, a generalist biomedical video
generation model. Extensive experiments high-
light Bora’s superior performance over other
models in terms of video quality and consistency
and its capability in following expert instructions.

• Given the limited availability of high-quality data,
we construct the first comprehensive biomedi-
cal video-text corpus by extracting detailed de-
scriptions and background knowledge from open-
source video data using LLM. This is expected
to provide valuable resources for future research.

• We validate Bora’s capability in generating
videos across various biomedical modalities, in-
cluding endoscopy, ultrasound, real-time MRI,

and cellular motility. Bora’s proficiency in pro-
ducing diverse realistic medical videos opens
new avenues for medical AI.

2 Related Work

Text-to-Image Diffusion Model So far, most of
the SOTA approaches for text-to-image generation
are based on diffusion models(Achiam et al., 2023;
Saharia et al., 2022). Diffusion models consti-
tute a class of generative models that utilize dif-
fusion stochastic process to modeling data genera-
tion. It can be conditioned by the class-induced and
non-class-induced information(Ho and Salimans,
2022), while the latter has become the predominant
approach due to its flexibility. Of these, DALL-
E2(Ramesh et al., 2022) and Imagen (Saharia et al.,
2022) achieve photorealistic text-to-image gener-
ation using cascaded diffusion models, whereas
Stable Diffusion (Rombach et al., 2022) performs
generation in a low-dimensional latent space.
Text-to-Video Diffusion Model Recent years have
witnessed significant discussion on video genera-
tive models. Text-to-video extends text-to-image
generation to generation of coherent high-fidelity
videos given text conditions. At the initial phase,
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) and Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) (Li et al., 2017;
Tulyakov et al., 2017; Chu et al., 2020; Wang
et al., 2020) are used to model spatio-temporal
dynamics of video data, which is vulnerable to
mode collapse. Diffusion models, by contrast, can
generate dynamic and accurate video content with
improved stability (Ho et al., 2022; Singer et al.,
2022). Specifically, spatial and temporal modules
are leveraged to generate time-consistent contents.
For example, MagicVideo (Zhou et al., 2023a) in-
troduces latent diffusion to the text-to-video gener-
ation framework, enhancing model’s capabilities to
capture video content dynamics. (Ge et al., 2023)
proposes a video noise prior to boost performance.
Several solutions to the high computational cost
of training video diffusion models have been pro-
posed, such as downsampling the videos spatio-
temporally (Bar-Tal et al., 2024) or fine-tuning only
the temporal modules (Blattmann et al., 2023b;
Guo et al., 2023) by reusing pre-trained weights.

Diffusion Models in Biomedicine In recent
years, the application of generative models has ex-
panded significantly, evolving from conventional
domains to specialized industries, including the
field of biomedicine. So far, several works have



Modality Data Source Origin Resolution Length Origin Size Processed Size

Endoscopy
Colonoscopy (Mesejo et al., 2016) 768× 5761 10s+ 76 210

Kvasir-Capsule (Smedsrud et al., 2021) 256× 448 / 50 1000
CholecTriplet (Nwoye et al., 2022) 720× 576 10s+ 374 580

Ultrasound
Echo-Dynamic (Ouyang et al., 2020) 112× 112 5s 10,030 10,030

ULiver (De Luca et al., 2013; Petrusca et al., 2013) 500× 480 10s+ 7 28

RT-MRI 2drt (Lim et al., 2021) 84× 84 10s+ / 1682

Cell
Tryp (Anzaku et al., 2023) 1360× 1024 10s+ 114 188

CMTC-v1 (Anjum and Gurari, 2020) 320× 400 10s+ 86 258
VISEM (Haugen et al., 2019) 640× 480 10s+ 85 339

Table 1: Sources and detailed information of the data in our text-video pair dataset.

applied diffusion models in synthesizing medical
visual contents of a variety of modalities for data
augmentation and privacy protection in develop-
ment of AI models for medical image analysis.
(Xu et al., 2023) uses text-conditioned synthe-
sized low-resolution images as a foundation for
3D CT images.(Dorjsembe et al., 2022) proposes
the first diffusion-based 3D medical image genera-
tion model that achieves promising results in high-
resolution MRI image synthesis. However, biomed-
ical video generation is yet to be explored. (Li et al.,
2024a) proposes Endora, a preliminary attempt to
develop a video diffusion model specifically for en-
doscope data. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been no medicine-specific generative model for
producing high-quality and accurate videos.

3 Biomedical Text-Video Pair Dataset

Previously, there had been no exploration in the
field of text-to-video generation within the biomed-
ical domain. Consequently, there are no readily
available biomedical text-video pair datasets. To
address this gap, we leveraged the capabilities of
LLM to create the first biomedical text-video pair
dataset including four major biomedical modalities.

3.1 Included Videos

Our video data encompasses four primary biomedi-
cal modalities: endoscopic imaging, ultrasonogra-
phy, real-time MRI, and cellular motility. Table A
details the specific dataset sources along with their
fundamental information. For varying resolutions,
we standardize each to 256x256 pixels to facilitate
model training. Regarding temporal length, if the
original dataset’s video duration exceeds ten sec-
onds, it is uniformly recorded as 10s+. For videos
that are excessively long, we determine a threshold
K based on the degree of frame-to-frame variation.

Sampling begins at zero frame intervals and pro-
gressively increases until the average inter-frame
interval of the resultant video exceeds the predeter-
mined threshold.

3.2 LLMs Instruct Caption Generation

Currently, a vast array of multimodal large lan-
guage models (LLMs) support various input modes,
including functioning as unimodal language mod-
els for processing purely textual inputs, accepting
single image-text pairs or single images alone, as
well as handling interleaved image-text pairs or
multiple images, all with good performance. Fur-
thermore, (Li et al., 2024b; Peng et al., 2023) has
demonstrated that data generated by LLMs can
serve as high-quality training data. More impor-
tantly, LLMs that exhibit strong performance in
general tasks, even without specific fine-tuning for
the biomedical domain, still show excellent capabil-
ities, such as the zero-shot performance of GPT-4
in the biomedical field (Yan et al., 2023). There-
fore, we further explore the powerful capabilities of
LLMs in the domain of biomedical videos, which
involve temporal information, aiming to efficiently
and accurately generate video descriptions.

In summary, we pre-process the video Xi
v by

evenly splitting it into n frames (f1, · · · , fn) and se-
quentially transmit these images to LLM, obtaining
descriptions Xi

desc. Then the origin video Xi
v will

be combined with its description Xi
desc to form a

text-video pair Xi = (Xi
v, X

i
desc). However, dur-

ing the process, we discovered that this straight-
forward approach tends to overlook the dataset’s
background, focusing primarily on describing the
objects and movements within. To incorporate
background information, we use an agent approach
to transmit additional information to LLM, such
as technical documents, research papers, or home
pages related to the dataset. This not only enriches
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Figure 3: The overall architecture and training details
of our Bora.

its biomedical background knowledge but also en-
sures that background information is not neglected,
significantly enhancing the quality of the captions.
More details about source data and processing can
be found in Appendix A.

4 Methods

Following prior work (Chen et al., 2023; Ramesh
et al., 2022; Feng et al., 2023; Wei et al., 2023;
Zhou et al., 2023b), our architecture is divided
into three modules: Text Encoder, Video Encoder,
and Diffusion Block. Specifically, we initialize
the weights using Open-Sora (Zheng et al., 2024),
a framework capable of generating high-quality
general video models, and subsequently conduct
two-phase biomedical training on this basis.

4.1 Model Architecture
Text Encoder. We adopt a pre-trained text en-
coder T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) to encode the medical
prompt. Specifically, we employ only the encoder
portion of T5. It consists of multiple identical lay-
ers, each comprising a self-attention mechanism
and a feedforward neural network. This architec-
ture is capable of transforming the text Xdesc into

an representation zT of medical prompts via the
process zT = FFN(SelfAttention(Xdesc)).
Video Encoder. We compress the training data
into a smaller representation within the latent space
using a video encoder, which is then utilized for
training subsequent blocks. For each video Xv, we
sample T frames. For each batch Bv, we form a
combination shaped as (B,C, T ), where B is the
batch size, C is the number of channels, and T
is the length of the time series (i.e., the number
of sampled frames). We rearrange the sequences
in the input data into a single frame, reshaping
into B′

v = (B × T,C). Using the mean µ and
variance log σ2 output from a pre-trained VAE, we
obtain a Gaussian distribution in the latent space
q(z | x) = N (z;µ(x), σ2(x)). Sampling zV from
this distribution, we employ the reparameteriza-
tion trick zV = (µ(x) + σ(x) ⊙ ϵ) × 0.18215,
where ϵ ∼ N (0, I), allowing gradients to propa-
gate through the stochastic sampling, and apply a
scaling transformation. Finally, we rearrange the
data back into the shape (B,C, T ) to match subse-
quent dimensions.
Difusion Transformer. Diffusion models typi-
cally include a "forward process" and a "reverse
process". The forward process incrementally adds
noise to a data point x0, transforming it completely
into Gaussian noise xT . This process can be de-
scribed as:

q (xt | xt−1) = N
(
xt;

√
1− βtxt−1, βtI

)
(1)

Conversely, the reverse process attempts to re-
cover the original data point from this noisy state.
In conditions where text is present, the core ap-
proach involves combining text embeddings with
diffusion states to modulate the reverse process as
follows:

pθ (xt−1 | xt, c) = N
(
xt−1;µθ (xt, t, c) , σ

2
t I
)
(2)

4.2 Adapting to Biomedical Domain

To efficiently and effectively obtain a high-quality
model for generating biomedical videos, we divide
the training into two stages: Modal Alignment and
Full-parameter Training.
Biomedical Modal Alignment. Although Open-
Sora has not publicized the text-video pair data
they created, our inference based on the source data
suggests that it lacks any inclusion of medical con-
cepts or scenarios. Furthermore, their parameters



initiate from PixArt-α (Chen et al., 2023), which
also lacks effective medical knowledge injection.
Therefore, modal alignment is particularly impor-
tant. To enhance efficiency in this step, we simplify
the data and freeze a portion of the parameters.
Regarding the data, for modalities with fewer to-
tal videos, we extract more frames randomly from
each video, while for modalities with more videos,
fewer frames are extracted from each to ensure
performance balance across different modalities.
Moreover, we modify the corresponding captions
to "This is a modal video." On the model front, we
freeze the temporal attention to accelerate training.
By employing these strategies, we efficiently pro-
vide simple guidance for video generation models
that do not contain biomedical knowledge, laying
a foundation for further training.
Instruction Tuning. In the second step, we first
unfreeze the temporal attention module and then
update the weights obtained from the previous step.
During this stage, we train using the biomedical
text-video pairs introduced in Sec 3, constructing a
biomedical video generator. In fact, to ensure bal-
ance across different modalities, we did not utilize
all the completed data sets. We used the modal-
ity with the smallest amount of data as a bench-
mark, balancing the quantities among the differ-
ent modalities to prevent the occurrence of inter-
modal chaos. For videos of varying lengths, we
adopt different sampling intervals to capture richer
temporal information. Experiments will demon-
strate that our model not only possesses robust
command-following capabilities, accurately trans-
forming medical terminologies into corresponding
videos but also ensures sufficient video quality.

5 Experiments

5.1 Setup

Baseline Models. At present, there are numerous
available open-source or commercial video gen-
eration models. We have selected several high-
performance models as benchmark models, includ-
ing Pika (Pika, 2023), PixVerse (PixVerse, 2024),
Gen-2 (ML, 2023), ModelScope (Wang et al.,
2023a), and Lavie (Wang et al., 2023b).
Implemention Details. For text-to-video genera-
tion, we employ GPT-4 to generate text prompts
across different modalities. Specifically, we pro-
vide an overview of the desired modalities and
some examples to learn from, and then prompt
it to generate a certain number of text prompts.

For certain models that have length restrictions on
text prompts, we utilize GPT-4 to rewrite overly
long prompts without altering their meaning. All
generated text prompts are subsequently input into
text-to-video models to produce videos.
All experiments are conducted on one TESLA
A100 GPU, equipped with a substantial 80 GB of
VRAM. The central processing was handled by 4×
Intell(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8362 56-Core Proces-
sors. The software environment was standardized
on PyTorch version 2.2.2 and CUDA 12.1 for video
generation and PyTorch version 1.13.1 and CUDA
12.1 for video evaluation. More details about train-
ing and evaluation can be found in Appendix B.
Biomedical Instruction Following Metrics. For
the biomedical field, our primary concern is to
evaluate the authenticity of the generated videos
and their understanding of biomedical information.
Based on this, we have designed the following three
metrics for evaluation.
❶Realism Rate Metrics: We use Video-
Llama (Zhang et al., 2023) to determine
whether a video is from the real world. If it
determines that the video is from the real world,
it scores 1 point; otherwise, it scores 0 points.
During the evaluation process, we found that
sometimes it returns ambiguous answers such as "I
am not sure if this is a real-world video." To ensure
the valid participation of all samples, we assign a
score of 0.5 in such cases. The final realism rate is
calculated as the average score across all samples.

I(x) = V ideoLlama(video)

Realism Rate =


1 if I(X) = Y es

0 if I(X) = Y es

0.5 if I(X) = NotSure

(3)

❷Biomedical Understanding (BmU): Frankly, even
if a video is judged to be completely virtual, it is
still an excellent model if it can accurately con-
vey the intent of the biomedical prompt. To this
end, we propose Biomedical Understanding, a
metric designed to evaluate the degree of adher-
ence to prompts within the latent space. Specifi-
cally, we achieve this by having a Large Language
Model (LLM) describe the video, then inputting
the newly obtained description Tnew text and the
original prompt Tori into BERT to calculate their
pre-defined similarity in the embedding space. We
obtain the new video descriptions using two meth-
ods: 1) passing image sequences as video (BmU-I),
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Figure 4: The comparison of generated video under the same prompt in endoscopy modal. From top to bottom are
from Bora, Pika, PixVerse, Gen-2, ModelScope, and Lavie.

and 2) using Video-Llama (Zhang et al., 2023) to
describe the video (BmU-V). These two methods
provide video descriptions from different perspec-
tives, ensuring the accuracy of the evaluation.

BmU = cos(BERT (T (i)
new), BERT (T

(i)
ori)) (4)

Video Quality Metrics. We evaluate the compre-
hensive video quality of four covered biomedical
modalities, following some of the basic metrics
proposed in (Huang et al., 2023). As our model
is specialized for the biomedical domain, we have
omitted the aesthetic scoring.
❶ Subject Consistency, computed by the
DINO (Caron et al., 2021) feature similarity
across frames to assess whether the appearance is
consistent throughout the video; ❷ Background
Consistency, calculated by CLIP (Radford et al.,
2021) feature similarity across frames to evaluate
temporal consistency of the background; ❸

Temporal Flicking, by selecting keyframes and

calculating their average absolute deviation to
access temporal consistency at details. ❹ Motion
Smoothness, which utilizes the motion priors in the
video frame interpolation model AMT (Li et al.,
2023) focuses on "move" to evaluate the smooth-
ness of generated motions; ❺ Dynamic Degree,
computed by employing RAFT (Teed and Deng,
2020) to see whether it contains large motions; ❻

Imaging Quality, calculated by using MUSIQ (Ke
et al., 2021) image quality predictor; ❼Temporal
style is determined by using ViCLIP (Wang et al.,
2023c) to compute the similarity between video
features and temporal style descriptions, reflecting
the style’s consistency.

5.2 Results

The evaluation results of biomedical instruction
following ability are shown in Table 2. It can be
observed that our Bora significantly outperforms
other models across all metrics. It should be noted
that BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) maps text into an



Table 2: The comparison of biomedical instruction following ability between other models. All the results are under
biomedical prompts.

Model Realism Rate BmU-I BmU-V BmU-ave
Default

Length(s)
Pika (Pika, 2023) 0.14 0.60 0.67 0.64 4

PixVerse (PixVerse, 2024) 0.06 0.71 0.69 0.70 4
Gen-2 (ML, 2023) 0.11 0.55 0.59 0.57 4

ModelScope (Wang et al., 2023a) 0.32 0.39 0.52 0.46 2
Lavie (Wang et al., 2023b) 0.20 0.47 0.53 0.50 2

Bora 0.66 0.83 0.89 0.86 5

Table 3: The comprehensive video quality and evaluation scores of four biomedical modalities videos generated by
our Bora. Note: The results of Sora are only for comparison, not under biomedical prompts.

Modality
Subject

Consistency
Background
Consistency

Temporal
Flickering

Motion
Smothness

Dynamic
Dgree

Imaging
Quality

Temporal
Style

Endoscope 0.89 0.96 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.60 0.23
Ultrasound 0.91 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.29 0.37 0.21
RT-MRI 0.90 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.28 0.19 0.23
Cell 0.92 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.35 0.48 0.19
Ave Score 0.91 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.46 0.41 0.22

Sora 0.95 0.96 - 1.0 0.69 0.58 0.35

embedding space and performs comparisons based
on vectors, it does not operate based on actual se-
mantics. The BmU (Biomedical understanding) of
other models is already at a considerably low level,
resulting in the generated videos being almost en-
tirely different. The comparison of video between
Bora and other models is shown in Figure 4.

Due to the significant discrepancies in the evalu-
ation results from the previous phase, it is deemed
unnecessary to conduct further comprehensive
quality assessments on videos generated by other
models. On one hand, comparing models that
do not specialize in the biomedical domain is not
fair; on the other hand, the biomedical videos they
produce do not accurately reflect their true perfor-
mance. Therefore, we shift our focus to evaluat-
ing videos generated across the four modalities we
cover. For a concise and intuitive comparison of
data, we still incorporate the evaluation results of
Sora (Yuan et al., 2024). The results of comprehen-
sive video quality are illustrated in Table 3.

The cell is clearly ahead in terms of background
consistency because its background is uniformly
gray or bright on the slide. Due to the processed
videos (Li et al., 2024a), endoscopy exhibits sig-

nificant frame-to-frame variation, resulting in high
dynamic degrees. Moreover, other metrics show
little variation across the four modalities and gener-
ally perform well. The Image Quality of the Endo-
scope even slightly surpasses that of Sora. Despite
some performance discrepancies between different
modalities, the average scores still demonstrate its
performance approaching that of Sora.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we propose Bora, a model designed
for generating high-quality biomedical videos. By
combining detailed descriptions and extensive
background knowledge from video data, we cre-
ated the first high-quality biomedical text-video
pair datasets, highlighting the importance of open-
source data in medical AI. Bora sets a new stan-
dard with state-of-the-art accuracy and authenticity,
surpassing other video generation models in un-
derstanding real-world scenarios. Its flexibility in
video synthesis makes Bora valuable for various
medical applications. We believe that our work will
significantly advance subsequent developments in
biomedical generation as well as in industries such
as AR, VR, and even education.



7 Limitations

7.1 Highly Data-centric
The collection and legal use of video data are of-
ten hindered by copyright protections, with these
challenges becoming even more pronounced in
the field of biomedical video. Beyond copyright,
concerns surrounding privacy and ethics must be
considered. High-quality biomedical videos are
typically sourced from educational content at uni-
versities and institutions, where external access is
restricted. This limitation forces reliance on open-
source data for generating models across several
biomedical modalities. Additionally, the execution
of procedures in these videos demands high clarity,
but biomedical processes, such as those using en-
doscopes, often produce videos of lower resolution.
This underscores the importance of high-quality
data for training biomedical generation models.

7.2 Variable Quality of Captions
Although numerous multimodal large language
models (LLMs) can describe visual inputs, their
performance in the biomedical domain significantly
lags behind their capabilities in general domains.
While some models are specifically fine-tuned for
certain areas within the biomedical field, they are
typically optimized for those particular domains
and fail to effectively generate captions for other
biomedical modalities. Moreover, a homogeniza-
tion issue exists among the captions. Specifically,
due to weak recognition capabilities regarding gen-
uine medical details, the generated captions often
repetitively echo similar content. This leads to
confusion between different modalities, as demon-
strated in Figure 15, where descriptions intended
for cell and RT-MRI scenarios result in endoscopic
and ultrasound. The most accurate captions usually
come from medical diagnoses or narratives by re-
searchers, which not only raises the cost of generat-
ing captions but also poses potential risks to patient
privacy. Striking a balance between accurate cap-
tions, manageable costs, and privacy regulations is
crucial.

7.3 Insufficiencies in Quality and Duration
Despite our Bora model’s ability to generate up to
5-second videos across various biomedical modali-
ties, it underperforms when dealing with complex
procedures or longer video durations. When we
attempted to produce videos up to 16 seconds in
length, there was a noticeable degradation in qual-

ity. This issue stems partly from a lack of high-
quality, long-duration biomedical video data avail-
able for training, and partly from the suboptimal
performance of our chosen base model in handling
spatiotemporal interactions. In contrast, the best
generators for regular videos, such as Sora, can
produce high-quality videos exceeding one minute.
Currently, we can only guarantee the quality of
5-second videos at a resolution of 256x256. This
limitation urges us to further expand on spatiotem-
poral capabilities in future versions of our model.
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A More Dataset Construction Details

Our preprocessing approach for video data primar-
ily consists of two steps: resolution normalization
and sampling. For resolution, we standardize all
video data to a resolution of 256x256 pixels. The
majority of the videos have an aspect ratio of 1:1
or close to it. For videos with unusual aspect ratios,
given the characteristics of medical videos where
crucial information is typically centered, we first
compress or expand the shortest dimension to 256
pixels and then apply center cropping to achieve
the desired resolution. Regarding sampling, to train
models that can generate videos with pronounced
movements, we set a threshold K to increase the
frame interval during sampling. This method not
only ensures a dynamic quality in the training data
but also augments the dataset volume.

In addition, we conducted simple statistics in
conjunction with the captions we generated. The re-
sults depicted in Figure 5 illustrate the relationship
between the number of video frames and the length
of the captions. The video duration is largely con-
centrated around 150 frames, which is due to our
model’s objective to generate five-second videos.
However, there is a distribution across other du-
rations as well, allowing the videos to learn more
temporal information for more accurate output. Re-
garding caption length, it generally presents an
average of around 95 characters, with almost no
captions shorter than 60 characters. This also indi-
rectly reflects the consistency of the captions gen-
erated by our system.

B More Implementation Details

B.1 Training Details

Our training process was conducted on four A100-
80G GPUs. We accelerated the process by set-
ting the data format to bf16, incorporating gradient
checkpointing, and utilizing ZeRO-2 optimization.
Specifically, we set the batch size to 4, the learning
rate to 1× 10−5, and the gradient clipping thresh-
old to 1.0. Besides these, we will specifically focus
on the selection of pre-trained models within our
architecture.
Text Encoder Selection. To obtain representa-
tions in the embedding space of text, one can either
utilize a text-image encoder or a standard language
model. Language models are trained solely on tex-
tual corpora, which are substantially larger than
paired image-text datasets, thereby exposing them
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Figure 5: The distribution of video length (on the y-axis)
and caption length (on the x-axis) in our text-video pair
dataset, along with its fitted curve.

to a rich and diverse distribution of text. These
models are typically much larger than the text en-
coders used in current image-text models. In this
paper, we opt for the T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) model
from the language model category. T5 retains most
of the original Transformer architecture, featuring
sequence-independent self-attention that uses dot
products instead of recursion to explore relation-
ships between each word and all other words in a
sequence. Positional encodings are added to the
word embeddings prior to dot products; unlike the
original Transformer, which uses sinusoidal posi-
tional encodings, T5 employs relative positional
embeddings. In T5, positional encoding relies on
the extension of self-attention to compare pairwise
relationships, with shared positional encodings that
are reevaluated across all layers of the model. As
noted in Imagen, T5 demonstrates significant ad-
vantages in alignment and fidelity over image-text
models such as CLIP. Therefore, we have reason
to believe that this large-scale model, even without
training in medical terminology, is sufficient as an
encoder for encoding medical prompts.
Video Encoder Selection. Sora employs a spa-
tiotemporal VAE to reduce the temporal dimension.
However, there are no high-quality spatiotempo-
ral VAEs available in open source. Additionally,
Open-Sora has indicated that the 2x4x4 VAE of
VideoGPT is of low quality. Consequently, we
have opted to use a 2D VAE from Stability-AI.



C More Bora Samples and Compare with other models

C.1 Endoscopy

“This endoscopic video provides a detailed view of a gastrointestinal tract, highlighting the 
mucosal surface with its distinct ridges and valleys. The video captures the natural pink and 
red hues of the tissue, accentuated by the clinical lighting that illuminates subtle 
abnormalities such as small polyps or ulcerations. As the scope advances, changes in tissue 
texture and coloration are evident, suggesting areas of inflammation or other pathological 
changes. The footage is likely used for diagnostic purposes, allowing clinicians to identify 
and assess potential issues within the tract.”

“The footage showcases a detailed endoscopic examination of the respiratory tract, where 
the bronchial walls are clearly visible with their characteristic pale pink color and smooth 
texture. As the camera moves deeper into the bronchi, mucus strands and small bronchial 
secretions become apparent, reflecting normal or reactive airway conditions. The video 
could serve as an educational tool for medical students or a diagnostic aid, highlighting 
features like bronchial tree branching and the condition of the airway lining.”

“This video captures a close-up view of an endoscopic exploration of a joint cavity, possibly 
during an arthroscopic procedure. The camera focuses on the articular cartilage and 
synovial membrane, showing their glossy texture and the clear synovial fluid that facilitates 
joint movement. Surgical instruments occasionally enter the frame, manipulating tissues or 
extracting samples, which suggests a therapeutic or investigative intent of the procedure. 
The clarity and precision of the video make it suitable for professional medical training or 
patient education.”

“The footage provides a glimpse into the colon, with the camera navigating past folds of 
tissue highlighted by occasional flushes of fluid. This video serves both diagnostic and 
educational purposes, emphasizing textural differences and color variations indicative of 
health or disease.”

Figure 6: More sample generated by Bora in endoscopy modality.



C.2 Ultrasound

“This cardiac ultrasound video reveals a detailed view of the heart as it operates in real 
time. The echocardiogram displays a longitudinal section of the heart, capturing the systolic 
and diastolic movements. Throughout the video, you can observe the synchronized pulsation 
of the myocardium and the seamless motion of the cardiac valves. Each frame highlights the 
varying echogenicity across different cardiac structures, which assists in assessing the 
heart’s health and function. The clarity of the heart's internal features, such as the septum 
and the chamber walls, is distinctly visible, making it an essential tool for cardiovascular 
diagnosis.”

“The video features an echocardiogram with a focus on the heart’s four chambers, viewed in 
a transverse plane. It captures the rhythmic beating of the heart, providing a close look at 
the interplay between the atrial and ventricular contractions. The ultrasound technology 
enhances the visibility of the heart's intricate internal structures, such as the tricuspid and 
mitral valves during their cyclic opening and closing. This diagnostic video aids in the 
evaluation of cardiac functions and is pivotal for detecting abnormalities within the heart’s 
architecture.”

“The echocardiographic clip presents a straightforward view of the heart's septum and 
chambers, providing essential details on cardiac anatomy in a brief yet effective format.”

“The video features a focused examination of the heart’s outflow tracts, showing the aortic 
and pulmonary valves as they operate. It’s a concise visualization useful for quick diagnostic 
insights.”

Figure 7: More sample generated by Bora in ultrasound modality.



C.3 RT-MRI

“This video presents a static RT-MRI image of the human abdominal region, rendered in 
black and white. The snapshot captures the intricate structures of the abdominal organs 
including the liver, kidneys, and spleen, visible in varying shades of gray that distinguish 
their densities. The clinical style of the image offers a detailed examination of the spatial 
relationships and conditions of the abdominal organs, serving as an educational tool for 
medical students and professionals.”

“The video is a real-time MRI scan focusing on the human knee joint in motion. It shows the 
articulation of the femur, tibia, and patella in a continuous loop. The grayscale imagery 
highlights the cartilage and ligaments, providing a detailed view of the joint mechanics 
during movement. This video is particularly useful for orthopedic studies and physical 
therapy planning, showcasing the functional anatomy in a clinical and precise manner.”

“This biomedical video features an RT-MRI of the human cervical spine. Displayed in black 
and white, it captures the neck from a posterior view, showing the alignment of the cervical 
vertebrae. The dynamic imaging details the motion of the spine as the subject performs a 
series of neck movements, offering valuable insights into the mechanics of the cervical spine 
and potential areas of abnormal motion or alignment, crucial for diagnostic and therapeutic 
purposes.”

“A dynamic RT-MRI of the cervical spine viewed from behind, demonstrating the vertebrae 
alignment during neck movements, crucial for spinal health assessments.”

Figure 8: More sample generated by Bora in RT-MRI modality.



C.4 Cell

“The video features a detailed microscopic examination of algae cells in a liquid medium. 
Each cell is surrounded by a thin, translucent membrane and contains vibrant green 
chloroplasts that are clearly visible. As the video progresses, the cells gently drift across the 
field of view, occasionally colliding and bouncing off one another. The background is a 
muted gray, allowing the green of the chloroplasts to stand out sharply. The gentle flow of 
the medium suggests a serene, almost meditative observation of these primary producers of 
the aquatic world.”

“This video captures the behavior of platelets in the blood under high magnification. The 
scene shows numerous small, disc-shaped platelets flowing in a plasma-rich environment, 
occasionally aggregating to form clumps. These aggregations are dynamic, forming and 
dissolving as the video progresses. The focus is particularly on the interaction between the 
platelets and larger red blood cells, highlighting the role of platelets in clot formation. The 
visualization technique enhances the contrast, making the platelets appear brighter against 
a darker background.”

“The video displays a vibrant scene of yeast cells undergoing fermentation. Individual cells 
bubble and expand as they release gases, captured in real-time. The background is a soft 
gradient of gray, focusing attention on the lively, almost dance-like movements of the yeast.”

“This footage showcases the gradual opening of a stoma on a plant leaf under microscopic 
examination. The stoma, surrounded by guard cells, slowly expands, revealing the aperture 
through which the plant exchanges gases with its environment. The video’s clear, high-
resolution imagery highlights this critical plant function in vivid detail.”

Figure 9: More sample generated by Bora in cell modality.



D Bora vs Others

D.1 Bora vs Pika

“This cardiac ultrasound video showing the heart is beating strongly.”

“This video explores the internal structure through an endoscope.”

“The biomedical video is a black and white view of a human head and neck.”

“The grayscale microscopic video depicts cellular structures in a fluid environment.”

Figure 10: The comparison of simple prompts in four modalities between Bora and Pika



D.2 Bora vs PixVerse

“This cardiac ultrasound video showing the heart is beating strongly.”

“This video explores the internal structure through an endoscope.”

“The biomedical video is a black and white view of a human head and neck.”

“The grayscale microscopic video depicts cellular structures in a fluid environment.”

Figure 11: The comparison of simple prompts in four modalities between Bora and PixVerse



D.3 Bora vs Gen-2

“This cardiac ultrasound video showing the heart is beating strongly.”

“This video explores the internal structure through an endoscope.”

“The biomedical video is a black and white view of a human head and neck.”

“The grayscale microscopic video depicts cellular structures in a fluid environment.”

Figure 12: The comparison of simple prompts in four modalities between Bora and Gen-2



D.4 Bora vs Model Scope

“This cardiac ultrasound video showing the heart is beating strongly.”

“This video explores the internal structure through an endoscope.”

“The biomedical video is a black and white view of a human head and neck.”

“The grayscale microscopic video depicts cellular structures in a fluid environment.”

Figure 13: The comparison of simple prompts in four modalities between Bora and Model Scope



D.5 Bora vs Lavie

“This cardiac ultrasound video showing the heart is beating strongly.”

“This video explores the internal structure through an endoscope.”

“The biomedical video is a black and white view of a human head and neck.”

“The grayscale microscopic video depicts cellular structures in a fluid environment.”

Figure 14: The comparison of simple prompts in four modalities between Bora and Lavie

E Faliure Examples



“The footage reveals the swift response of immune cells to an invading virus, captured under 
high magnification. The immune cells, highlighted by fluorescent markers, swarm and engulf 
the smaller virus particles, demonstrating a critical defensive reaction in real-time against a 
backdrop that enhances the visibility of this microscopic battle.”

“A real-time MRI video of the human heart in action, captured in high contrast black and 
white. It shows the rhythmic contractions and valve movements, ideal for studying cardiac 
functions.”

Figure 15: Two failure examples generated by our Bora and their corresponding medical prompts.


